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Technology is a huge part of sport, whether that is for
performance, for analysis, fan engagement, experience
or for advertising. However, an overriding factor in
sport is that the most important area of operation is
performance, the team comes first.
Because of this it is hugely important to use a
technology that enables an active return on investment
and the opportunity to enjoy an ongoing revenue
stream; funnelling funds to the team and not the tech.
Tripleplay’s Digital Signage, IPTV and Video Streaming
platform has shown a quantifiable ROI in recent years
for a number of our sports partners and here you
will find some of our suggestions for ensuring your
technology becomes a financial asset and not a bottom
line burden.
Advertising Sales
Creating a digital signage layout that enables the sale of screen ‘real estate’ is vital, whilst aggregating
spaces on a sensible and fair rotation, 5 or 6 sponsors per month, gives fantastic exposure for
advertisers and an opportunity to sell each space multiple times.
Below you will see an example screen layout, with advertising spaces marked in RED.

Using the Tripleplay platform each set of adverts can be loaded as an ‘Image Playlist’ set to scroll at 10
second intervals, once set up it will continue playing until changed.
We would recommend packages to be sold on a monthly, half or full season basis. With 2 slots available
on screen, you have the ability to sell 12 advertising spaces to local businesses, national sponsors or
club partners. Spaces can also be offered as a value add in negotiations for other packages.

Moment of Exclusivity
Offering a partner the opportunity to associate with
special moments is something the Tripleplay platform can
also offer. At the touch of a button you can trigger the
playing of a video, graphic or layout to all, or a selection
of screens around your venue; including jumbo screens.
We would recommend finding a single partner for the
whole season, creating genuine value for the partner and
associating them with events;
•
•
•
•

Substitution partner
Added time brought to you by…
Celebrate with…
Count down to kick off

There are a number of opportunities, be sure to take them!
Time Sponsor
You can even offer a partner the opportunity to sponsor the time on the screen, giving a smaller space
to advertise but giving them 100% visibility throughout game day.
Advertising Break
Half time breaks don’t need to be filled with national TV advertising, they’re already making plenty
of money, so why not sell your own slots? Intercut advertising messages with highlights packages or
in-house produced video content, engaging supporters with more focussed advertising messages and
communications. This doesn’t need to be delivered to all screens, perhaps just every other!
Queue Management & Ad-Hoc Offers
Through our extensive array of integration partners we can offer some very
clever queue management and offer generation. Partnering with people like
Triple Jump Technologies you can monitor till activities to find hot and cold
spots around a venue, pointing ticket holders to other areas of the arena with
shorter queues, triggering on screen messaging through the Tripleplay platform;
‘In a queue? Head to level 2!’
This software can also be used to monitor underperforming product sales, triggering special offers and
promotions to drive increased sales and, with appropriate integration into Fan Apps, sending special
offers to fans in the area.
Digital Menu Boards
As well as delivering Digital Signage and IPTV, the Tripleplay platform can integrate into Electronic Point
of Sale (EPOS) Systems delivering live pricing and availability information. These screens also give you
the opportunity to sell prime advertising space to your F&B suppliers via your chosen partner.
Reporting
Using Tripleplay’s reporting engine you can provide reports on how many times an advert has appeared
on its Digital Signage screens, for how long and on how many screens; giving you the tools to report
back to your clients.
There are a variety of ways to generate revenue from Digital Signage and IPTV solutions, these are a
few of the tried and tested methods we have seen, if you have any suggestions please email them to
marketing@tripleplay-services.com.

Sample ROI

This ROI is based upon the provision of an IPTV and DIgital Signage solution for a cost of £50,000, costs
however do depend upon individual needs and requirements. It is also based on selling all available
advertising slots during a 9 month, 46 game football season.
Time Sponsor: 				
Tower Advert Sponsor: 			
Strip Advert Sponsor: 			
Moment of Exclusivity (Goal Sponsor):
Half Time 30 second Advert Slot:		

£3,000 per season
£500 per month x 6 sponsors x 9 months = £27,000
£400 per month x 6 sponsors x 9 months = £21,600
£5,000 per season
£100 x 3 adverts x 23 games = £6,900

Total Income: 			

£63,500

With this model, ROI would be achieved within 8 months.
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